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          Buying or selling a home with Door is a seamless experience with professional, non-commissioned, licensed agents who are aligned with your interests. This past year, our clients saved an average of $12,000.

        

      

    
    
  
  
  
    

    
      
        How does Door work?

        The way real estate should work.
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              Buying with Door is a lot like a traditional real estate experience - except you’ll be happier and with more money in your pocket.

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Find a home

                      Door Buyer’s Agents are always available to help define your criteria, identify potential properties and to assist in making the most informed decision about your next home.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Tour homes

                      Door Buyer’s Agents will work on your schedule to see your selected homes - sometimes as soon as the same day. And Door Agents work as a team to make sure you’ll never have to wait for an old-fashioned agent to see a home or make an offer.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      No pressure

                      Door Buyer’s Agents earn a salary - not commissions. You’ll never feel pushed to make a decision or to choose something that you don’t love.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Make an offer

                      Door’s Agents are involved in many more transactions per year than the typical old-fashioned agent - they know how to get the best price, and how to navigate the inspection and appraisal process to reduce your risk and worry.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Closing

                      Door’s experienced Agents and systems are on the lookout for anything that may impact the closing process before they may become issues. You’ll have a clean close and a new home!

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Cash back from Door

                      Door will receive the Buyer’s Agent Commission (typically 3% BAC) as specified in the MLS. At closing, we'll give you back 50% of the buyer's agent commission as a non-taxable refund. The average Door buyer gets a check for over $12,000.
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              Sell your home in 4 easy steps!

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Market Analysis

                      Tell us about your home, then we'll put together a comparative market analysis (CMA) and schedule a no obligation home valuation appointment at a time that works best for you.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Free home valuation

                      During your valuation appointment a Door field agent will meet you at your home to gather all the information needed to determine the best listing price. This appointment typically takes about 45 minutes.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Full-service listing

                      We stage your home with existing furniture, capture beautiful, professional photographs, craft a 3D model, and install a yard sign and lockbox.

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Relax

                      After your listing has gone live, your dedicated Door Agent will be there to guide you and answer any questions you have as the offers roll in!
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        The Door Difference

        
        Selling a home hasn’t changed in over 100 years. Until now.
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                    Cash back when you close

                    In most transactions, the real estate agency representing the buyer will receive a commission at close of around 3% of the final selling price of the home. At Door (the real estate agency), we give you back 50% of the buyer's agent commission as a non-taxable refund. The buyers Door has represented have received an average return of $12,000 at closing.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Experience that simplifies your purchase

                    At Door, our focus on a client-service driven model allows our team of agents and specialists to close more deals in a month than the average real estate agent will close in a year, bringing an unprecedented depth of knowledge into market factors, negotiations and the unique nuances of each home transaction.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Technology that shortens the buying process

                    With real time listing notifications, on-demand home tours and a client web portal for monitoring the purchase process, Door’s technology makes it easier to find and buy the home of your dreams.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    No pressure

                    Door's licensed real estate agents are client-service focused employees measured by customer satisfaction - not commissioned salespeople measured by revenue. This means our agents' interests are 100% aligned with yours. You’ll never be pressured to rush or settle.

                  

                

              

              

              People choose to buy with Door because ...

              
                
                  6 Hours

                  Time to first showing

                

                
                  4.9 /5.0

                  Zillow rating

                

                
                  $12K  at close

                  Average refund

                

              
    
              
                Buy a Home
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    The best price is the right price

                    It’s easy to price the house high - but every day it’s on the market costs you money.  Door combines real data with experience to get the right price the first time. 

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Specialization improves service

                    Door agents are service specialists with focus - this reduces your risk and improves both your experience and the proceeds you receive at closing.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Faster on market, faster to sell

                    Speed matters in Texas where there is more demand than supply - Door gets your home on the market 7-days faster than an old-fashioned agent.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Technology shortens the buying process

                    Digital marketing that presents your home to the right buyer at the right time - with a rich online presence that includes professional photos and 3D images across hundreds of sites.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Non-commissioned agents

                    Door licensed agents spend all their time selling your home - not looking for other deals.  The proof is some of the highest client satisfaction in the industry.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    Keep more of what is yours

                    It doesn’t cost the agent more to sell a more expensive home. So why do they charge you more?  Sell with Door and keep thousands for your family.

                  

                

              

              

              People choose to sell with Door because ...

              
                
                  7 Days

                  Speed to Market

                

                
                  4.9 /5.0

                  Zillow rating

                

                
                  $12K  /home

                  Average savings
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                        Anastasia B.

                        Dallas, Texas

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  I worked with Door for my home purchase, and they were great from beginning to end. This was my first time purchasing a home, and they were knowledgeable and helpful every step of the way. I had a million questions and they were always available, even as we were going through this process during the holidays. Although there were some challenges with the purchase, they handled every hurdle gracefully and worked hard to find the right solutions and get me into my home! On top of an excellent experience, Door's flat fee ended up saving me thousands of dollars on my closing costs!  I highly recommend the Door team and will certainly go back to them in the future. Thank you for everything!
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                        Dallas, Texas

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  Selling our home with Door Real Estate was a seamless process.  They worked with our tight timeline to get our house priced, staged, photographed and listed on MLS.  We received a full price offer just 8 days after listing due to their highly effective system.  We also had a positive experience closing with Door Title; they communicated all necessary information to us in a timely manner.

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                        Jeff G.

                        Dallas, Texas

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  No brainer. Door didn't miss a beat and answered every text/call from me at most hours of the night. They made the process seem easy. I did the work on my end to make sure all my paperwork was signed and uploaded to whichever vendor (mortgage, title, insurance) was asking and Door made sure it was delivered correctly.  This was a cross-country move for us.  We were able to close 15 days earlier than expected!
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                        Garland, Texas

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  When I started the process of selling my home, I heard about Door Real Estate by receiving a flyer in the mail. I Googled the company and was immediately contacted by ... Door. I was just doing initial research and was not yet ready to put my house on the market. Door was not pushy at all and followed up with me in a highly professional manner at the appropriate time. Then Door came out to do the initial pricing of the property and to explain the process. The photographing, etc. was handled promptly and without my having to be there, which was fantastic. Once we had a buyer in place, the Title Team was incredibly efficient and organized handling all aspects of getting the paperwork ready for a smooth closing. The entire company is highly organized and attentive to detail to ensure smooth, successful transactions.
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                        Dallas, Texas

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    

                  

                   It was fast and efficient service and it saved me money. Once I was onboard it was 20 days later we had a contract on the house. Anytime I had a question about anything they responded immediately, and most of the time they had me informed before I had a question.
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